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Addition and Subtraction Unit 1 
 

Short Mental Workouts 
 
 
The short activities suggested below do not have to be done at the beginning of your maths lesson. 
They are suitable for doing at any time of the day to provide ongoing revision of important mental 
and oral skills. 

While there probably is not time during your maths lesson for these activities, it is crucial to 
regularly rehearse these skills. You decide when to use them, perhaps at the beginning of the day 
for ‘morning maths’, as you line up for lunch, or as a ‘brain-break’ during the afternoon. 

 
Day 1  
Count on in steps of 10 and 100 from 3-digit numbers  
Ask a child to select a 3-digit number less than 300 and lead a count-on in 10s from that 
number. Repeat with different 3-digit numbers, making sure to include some that do not 
end in 0. Repeat, counting on in 100s. Be careful that children count accurately when 
crossing 100s. 
NB This leads directly into the Unit’s Y3 activity and provides good counting practice for 
Y2 at this stage of the year. 
 
 
Day 2  
Count back in steps of 10 and 100 from 3-digit numbers  
Ask a child to select a 3-digit number more than 800 and lead a count-back in 10s from 
their number. Repeat with different 3-digit numbers, making sure to include some that 
do not end in 0. Repeat, counting back in 100s. Be careful that children count accurately 
when crossing 100s. 
 
 
Day 3  
Add a 1-digit number to a 2-digit number  
Use two sets of number cards: 
 - set 1: 2-digit numbers between 40 and 70; 
 - set 2: 1-digit numbers. 
Choose one number from each set at random and ask children to add them. Repeat 
several times. Discuss strategies used to add quickly. Did you use the same strategies 
each time? Can you predict when an answer will cross a 10s number? How? 
 
Or  
Add/subtract a 1-digit number to/from a 2-digit number  
As above but this time subtract the 1-digit number from the 2-digit number. 
When children are confident, use a coin to determine whether to add or subtract  
(heads = add; tails = subtract), so children can practise switching between the operations. 


